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In the course of the centuries the peasantry had been one of the most 

numerous segments of Ukrainian society. Rural life had its own distinctive 

features. As a result of both slow transport facilities, growth and adoption of new 

scientific and technical achievements Ukrainian village had been rather 

conservative and saved some customs and mental peculiarities that influenced 

economic, social, political, moral and  psychological components of everyday life 

of the peasantry.
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Taking into consideration that Ukrainian village was a focus of authorities’ 

attention and the subjects of rural life were absorbing their decisions in their own 

way, it is useful to study moral and psychological situation under the above-

mentioned period. The authors consider it is necessary to analyze behavior and 

reality perception of different rural clusters to define contradictions that prevailed 

in the village milieu, to characterize the most frequent conflict situation, to 

estimate moral and psychological situations of the day-to-day life of the Ukrainian 

village in 1950s.

Historiographic basis consists of works that highlight the Ukrainian village 

of those days. First and foremost, there are fundamental studies which analyzed the 

influence of national policy on economic and political situation at the village. The 

development of socio-political, socio-economic and ethno-religious processes in 

Ukraine in 1950-1960s was analyzed in V. Baran’s work1. For another thing, there 

are Soviet scientists’ researches in which social stance of peasants is described, 

marked rising of creative initiative and labor activity of peasants2. Taking into 

consideration exceptional character of the above-mentioned works, it should be 

pointed out that moral and psychological situation of everyday life of Ukrainian 

villagers in 1950s hasn’t been separately studied yet. 

References of this article are represented by documents of Fund of the 

Ministry of State Control of the USSR, which are saved at the Central State 

Archive of supreme bodies of Ukraine in Kyiv. Numerous appeal letters/

complaints of peasants allow us to characterize everyday life of Ukrainian 

villagers, their behavior as reflection of reality in different regions of Ukraine and 

draw objective conclusions as on moral and psychological situation in the village 

in 1950s. After the establishment of Soviet system/government the peasantry was 

gradually adjusting to the new way of life. Numerous legislatures were 

1 Баран В. Україна 1950–1960-х рр.: еволюція тоталітарної системи / В. Баран. – Львів: 
Інститут українознавства ім. І. Крип’якевича НАН України, 1996. – 448 с.

2 Талан Є. П. Колгоспи Української РСР в період завершального будівництва соціалізму 
(1951 – 1958 рр.) / Є. П. Талан. – К.: Наукова думка, 1966. – 160 с. 
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traditionally considering a peasant as an object of government decisions and 

political activity. Thus, an object of social political and economic life is direct 

participant who has his own needs, interests and who is able to find out ways of 

their realization, to influence on governmental process of decision-making, to 

monitor its maintenance and results.

Forming of Ukrainian peasant’s living position in many cases was stipulated 

by moral and psychological situation in the village. Attitude to kolkhoz 

representatives and Soviet authorities depended upon local authorities’ activities. 

At the same time a peasant paid attention not only to the ability to fulfill duties, but 

also at character traits, their attitude to the collective farmers and their behavior at 

home. It determined microclimate in the society, achievements of collective farm 

labor, capability to meet personal and family’s needs and, finally, integral 

functioning of rural community. Moral and psychological situation was influenced 

by on the one hand – reforms in the agricultural sector, on the other mental − 

patterns, traditional values of Ukrainian peasantry formed at an early age as a 

reflection of socio-economic conditions of a certain period in history when the 

socialization of individuals was taking place. Certain sex and age groups have their 

own standards of behavior. Taking into account that agricultural labor was the most 

important part of rural life, a peasant, first and foremost, paid attention to practical 

abilities of both fellow villagers and authorities. 

At this period, social roots of collective morality and etiquette had 

undergone some changes. Peasants preferred pared-down rules of conduct, simple 

set of rules. In one respect, patters of such behavior stood in following points: 

avoiding of division of family property, usage of the items of agricultural 

machinery, agricolous innovations application, atheism, belief in creation of “rosy 

future/promising future/better tomorrow”. Alternatively, bulk of the peasantry had 

saved its diligence, ability to survive under any conditions, mindfulness in their 

decisions and actions, down-to-earthiness. Farmworkers thought it was possible to 

participate in management of state affairs, hold demands against power on the 

basis of the notion of “social contract” between peasantry and state – the latest was 
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provided with necessary means of subsistence and in its turn as well as society) 

fulfilled its duties, fairly meeting the interests of peasantry. 

Peasant’s archetype of “godlike/supernal nature” of the government had 

found its reflection in commitment to the domination of government. It had been 

conventional belief of farmers in justice of authorities that explains their 

confidence to the Soviet power. Numerous of letters and complaints of peasants to 

the Party and Soviet bodies demonstrated staunch belief in/attitude to central 

authorities. At the same time, critical comments to local authorities were found in 

these documents, they emphasized on dismissive attitude to the village issues, 

croneyism, intemperance and immorality. Nevertheless, during the early post-war 

years there was changing of generally accepted mindset on justice of central 

government bodies’ actions. 

In the post-war period, village milieu was heterogeneous. The upper class 

consisted of the representatives of collective and Soviet authorities. They were 

generally heads of households, rural councils, accountants, record keepers, 

foremen, party secretaries, etc. They were in the highlight of constant attention of 

fellow villagers. Average farmers who had proactive attitude and tried to criticize 

local authorities, revealed their mistakes and errors in work. The biggest part of 

villagers belonged to the class of moderate opinions men. 

Documents show the breach/violation of underlying principles of collective 

farms’ functioning. Miscalculation of working days was widely spread. For 

example, while threshing. Besides, norm of output and job prices/rates were not 

ratified by general assembly. More often than not, undue calculation of working 

days took place that caused delay in payment for executed work3. 

Contravention of principle of agricultural products distribution by working 

days was a common thing in many collective households. For example, in 

Transcarpathian region advances in kind were issued not by register/roll, but by the 

order of the head of collective farm to individuals who had not participated in 

3 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3410. Проверка состояния писем и жалоб на 
нарушение Устава сельскохозяйственной артели в Вознесенском райисполкоме и 
райотделе сельского хозяйства Николаевской, Ворошиловградской и Житомирской 
областей, 1950 г. – А. 49. 
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social production. Sometimes, leakage of earned revenues took place4. Villagers 

had paid their attention to numerous cases of power abuse that created attitude to 

the representatives of local authorities and Soviet reality.

Bright examples of moral and psychological situation are shown in 

complaints, petitions and letters. Thus, in 1951 farmers of Molotov Kolkhoz  

(Ulyanovsk district, Sumy region) were complaining to the head  of the household 

actions: “The way he acts toward farmers, the way he runs a farm – we are afraid 

to write not but that we bear cruel treatment from the communist”5. Complainants 

pointed that manager by means of farmer’s labor had “bribed” district authorities 

and was on firm grounds. Sometimes, wives of killed at the battlefield men were 

beat if they refused signing governmental bond in amount specified by director. 

“As for manner of speaking of kolkhoz’s head it was full of coarse words. He 

never addresses on name and patronymic, but applies harsh epithets to”6. 

According to the documents the kolkhoz had been under a dictatorship of the head 

and his relatives, who held different offices there. Even governors couldn’t 

criticize the authorities. “Every morning there are light carriage and beautiful pair, 

coachman. Head sits and even does not answer farmers’ greetings. Peasants gossip, 

that only landowners used to pass by in this way, but now it was a communist – 

head of a kolkhoz doing it”7. The head was riding pair around on a visit, bought 

automobile while there was lack of carts and even ropes in the brigade8. Such rural 

Soviet reality was extremely different from this claimed in legislative provisions. 

Kolkhozniks saw a big gap between the slogans and their real life; they were 

searching the way out: “We hope you to consider your voter’s complainants as the 

Soviet Union deputy is nation’s servant. We can’t bear it anymore”9. When the 

4 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3410. – А. 50.

5 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 4.

6 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. - Спр. 3412. – А. 4. 

7 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 5.

8 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 69.

9 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 7.
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head of the kolkhoz had been criticized – threats and persecutions followed. In the 

event of it, farmers had written the complaint against party leaders, but the 

inspection only worsen their own state and led to another financial expense of head 

of the kolkhoz as commissioner were given few proves of millet per person10. 

Farmers underlined that even region committee of the party was protecting 

actions of the head. Thus, if field team leader had pledged himself or herself to 

gather plenteous in the crops and failed to realize his or her task, then at night a 

head of the kolkhoz ordered to deliver root crops from other groups and it was 

written to “stakhanovka”11. 

Commission of the USSR Ministry of State Control had conducted 

investigation on basis of complaint and revealed the outrage of The Standard 

Charter of a kolkhoz. Thus, there was certified reduction of members of the 

household able to work and aimed to achieve quorum during general elections of a 

kolkhoz12. There were stated cases of assaults and batteries of fellow villagers, 

physical intimidations. Head of a kolkhoz was appointing his closest relatives and 

even though he did not commit assault and battery it was not forbidden for his 

followers to do it, but on contrary, it was allowed to beat kolkhozniks despite 

everything13. There were cases of unfair calculation. For example/thus, for carriage 

of firewood to school for 7 km director claimed 7 times higher amount than rural 

council paid in the same situation. 

Common kolkhozniks were witnesses of theft on the part of officials while, 

in contrast, in March when disabled person of group II had picked up rotten corn 

on the field supervisor beat him and threatened to shoot. The head of the kolkhoz 

had tried to dissuade victim from applying to militia and bribed him with 3 

centners of straw, 30 kg of bread, 0.36 ha of allotment by expense of kolkhoz and 

10 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 69.

11 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 7.

12 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 100.

13 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 53.
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as a result indivisible household of disabled and his father reckoned 1.07 ha of 

land14. After the investigation head of the Molotov kolkhoz in Ulyanovsk, Sumy 

region was condemned to 20 years in correctional labour colony and seizure of 

property15.

Similar eloquent complaints were arriving to governing institutions of 

different instances from farmers from Poltava, Stalin (Donetsk), Ivano-Frankivsk, 

Zhytomyr, Voroshilovgrad, Ternopol and other USSR regions. 

Cases of “mutual assistance” between district authorities and heads of the 

kolkhoz were a widespread thing. Average kolkhozniks as a rule informed central 

governing bodies about it via anonymous complaints16. It is the evidence that in the 

village in conditions of daily hard work, especially in the collective household and 

its inequality in payment kolkhozniks were witnesses of everyday abuse of power 

by authorities who spent artel money and agricultural products at their sole 

discretion. While true worker who had been the most essential unit of the whole 

state, barely kept body and soul together covering his needs from subsistence 

farming as administration of kolkhoz had yearly delayed issue of payment in kind 

and wages. 

In 1956 misconducts of kolkhoz’ authorities caused indignation of farmers 

from Kirov household, Velyka Novosilka of Stalin region [34]. In their complains 

to the newspaper “Pravda” editorial office and Central Party Bodies kolkhozniks 

claimed that household leaders had stolen 64 thousand rubles out of it. Head of the 

kolkhoz and accountant were regarded main breachers. Moreover, artel members 

pointed at unmannerly conduct of kolkhoz’ authorities, regular intemperance, 

negligence, impudent attitude towards fellow villagers, squandering of kolkhoz’ 

property and appropriation of artel profits17.

14 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 69.

15 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Спр. 3412. – А. 99.

16 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. п. 3553. – Спр. 99, 100, 101

17 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Оп. 1. - Спр. 3672. – А. 3 – 4. 
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Procedure of laying a complaint everywhere was virtually the same. Firstly, 

complaints were sent to the rural councils, then to the regional Party Committees 

that sent their representatives to the general assembly of artel members. Thus, at 

the Kirov household such assembly lasted from 8 p.m. until 5 a.m. of the next/new 

day. New complaint was sent to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 

Ukraine that redirected it to the district committee. Then again, there had been held 

a general assembly of artel members. If repeat complaint didn’t yield a result and 

head of the kolkhoz continued acting in improper way, drinking to excess, being 

rude towards kolkhozniks and agricultural experts etc., then farmers sent a letter to 

the newspaper “Pravda” editorial office, pointing that all previous complaints (to 

the Prosecutor's Office, “Perets” magazine staff) didn’t not give a result as they 

again had been sent to the district committee18.

Commission of the USSR Ministry of State Control had certified cases of 

misdeeds such as arrogation of brick house by the head of collective farm, theft of 

agriproducts and other abuse of power. As a result, a reduction of workplace 

discipline in a kolkhoz took place, ungathered corn, cabbage, potato and beets on 

the fields. Such reaction from members of kolkhoz was not, of course, only caused 

by actions of the head of kolkhoz, but also because of low attitude from local party 

and Soviet institutions.

Kolkhozniks thought that bad results in agricultural production in 

households were directly connected with inefficiency of some managers: snowfall 

capture wasn’t performed, the crops weren’t prepared for planting, agricultural 

implements were poorly repaired, little amount of bread was given for one working 

day, vegetable patches were taken from kolkhozniks19. In some kolkhozes there 

weren’t barns for cattle, so they were practically in the open. On the farms, 

chickens were dying without forage and roof was leaking in the rain. Threshing 

units were bad in operating because of lack of fuel. At the beginning of 1950s a 

little number of tractors were used for field handling. In 1950th farmers’ complaints 

18 ЦДАВО України. – Ф. 539. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 3672. – А. 14 – 17.

19 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 7. 
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also pointed out the state of cattle ranching: cattle without supervision, bad feeding 

and lack of workers20.

Moreover, one of the reasons was immoral of the head of kolkhoz and rural 

council. In such way in village Ustinovka (Glebinskiy district, Poltava region) 

peasants were considering local authorities as cheaters, alcoholics and infractors of 

democratic basis: “They’re all the deputies of the rural council, but what they have 

done and how much money from farms they’ve wasted”21. Peasants were paying 

attention to abuse of power by the managers and rural councils: purchase of 

deficient goods and products in kolkhoz shops for reduced price. At the same time, 

salary payment delay for farmers took place, some kolkhoz goods were taken to 

the market in Kremenchuk by managers, the income was not carried through the 

cash desk. Peasants weren’t aware of actions of the heads even about selling wheat, 

flour, sugar, rye, vegetables and eggs on market. Villagers were considering this 

situation as a violation of status of agricultural artel. Underpricing for sold goods 

and overpricing for purchased production for kolkhoz had place. For example, in 

the Molotov kolkhoz (Globinsky district, Poltava region) 8000 rubles were spend 

to purchase flocks and herds, but there were actually only 3 cows bought at the 

cost of 1500 rubles per one22.

Local authorities made abuse of power, hoping that it was possible to make 

an agreement with not agreeing peasants, for example, to promise higher wages (1 

kg of bread and 1,5 rubles for each day during the year) if they choose the right 

person to be the head of kolkhoz. There were more radical methods: strong 

language, fights, dismissing of the post. In 1951 in Voroshilov kolkhoz 

(Grebenkovsky district, Poltava region) foreman was convicted for beating a 

female kolkhozniks to judicial responsibility23. Peasants thought that aimed to 

20 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 191. – А. 69. 

21 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 191. – А. 8. 

22 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 191. – А. 8. 

23 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 27. – Спр. 139. – А. 6. 
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abuse of power head of households were surrounding themselves with closest 

relatives and were covering their crimes in such way. Complaints were going mad 

because of immoral behavior of some communists. In complains often was stated 

intemperance and fighting. Villagers claimed: “Such managers must be judged. We 

read newspapers and hear that plenum of Central Committee of the communist 

party of Ukraine decided. Can we rely upon such managers (heads of kolkhoz and 

members of party organizations)?”24.

Some villagers’ complains marked with literary composition of situation in 

the village: “When the head arrives to the territory of kolkhoz, he forgets that he is 

the head of kolkhoz. The car at full speed stops right in the front of the shop and all 

lickspittles gather and head’s business starts immediately with 200 ml of alcohol 

and more afterwards. After getting loaded they drive around kolkhoz objects”. 

Farmers of Sverdlov household (Goblin district, Poltava region) were complaining 

of disgraceful behavior of the kolkhoz’s head and his followers who had used 

offensive words towards workers as following: “German henchmen”, “kulaks”, 

etc. Disgraceful behavior of the authorities reflected in following words: “having 

climbed up an edge of body, having clutched at the cab, unbuttoned, released belly, 

without forage cap” (head, brigade leader, etc.). In case of kolkhozniks’ fault (died 

a sheep or a calf that was a natural thing considering conditions under which cattle 

was kept) there assembled authorities, “to give courage they will drink each 200g 

more, about dozen of young people are to come and it would last from 9 p.m. until 

morning, till they are to take a nip and to exhaust their vocabulary”25. Field 

supervisor also was criticized: “There is a field supervisor […], he supervises 

houses where “samogon” is made and tastes it”. 

Daily observing local authorities behavior, peasants realized that 

representatives of kolkhoz’s authorities do not fulfill their duties, have low culture 

level and lead immoral life: “You can see field supervisor often in a sozzled state, 

standing at the house, unbuttoned, without forage cap as non-commissioned officer 

24 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 8. 

25 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 32. 
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Prishibeyev and beats his chest saying: “If I were a head of a kolkhoz I would pass 

judgment upon all of you”26.

Documents certify a big gap between principles claimed and usual everyday 

life. Besides that, peasants gave examples of violation of kolkhoz’s system 

principles, pointing at delay in wages and neglect to pay for overfulfilment in plan 

on gathering in the crops, for delivery of goods within contracting. It had been 

typical for 1951 as well as for whole decade. Thus, for few years in a row Goblin 

district Party committee of Poltava region had received complaint from peasants of 

agricultural artel of village Mayborodіvka about untimely and insufficient 

payments27. Similar cases were uncovered after inspection of anonymous letter of 

kolkhozniks from the village Pustoviytove. Peasants took less than the required 

amount of bead, head and accountant tried to deduct 20% of grain without 

appropriate decision of artel general assemble28. In the village Natalivka 

(Hrebinkivskyi district, Poltava region) in 1954 kolkhozniks consider their head 

drinking to excess, deceives fellow villagers and embezzles money meant for extra 

charge in case of overachievement of target29. In 1953 for growing beet, were to be 

paid about 14 thousands rubles. However, they had been paid 8 thousands rubles 

only next year in May, rest of money kolkhoz got in to the red. Rural men as a rule 

wrote collective complaints to the newspaper editorial offices such as “Pravda 

Ukrainy” where they described in details violations of norms of artel life. 

Considering rough labour in agriculture and, all the more, the majority of women 

in district were involved in growing sugar beet, failure to pay salaries caused 

public outcry, sharpened moral and psychological situation, that displayed in 

increasing non-confidence of average kolkhozniks to local authorities. 

26 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 34. 

27 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 144. 

28 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 283. 

29 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 27. – Спр. 214. – А. 53. 
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Kolkhoz’s accounts receivable were widely spread thing. Between whiles, 

amounts of money reached tens of thousands of rubles. Peasants were angry that 

under the conditions of complicated Soviet reality authorities’ relatives were taking 

money from the household to satisfy their needs. At the same time, some people 

did not possess a house, as it was hard to earn money for building or to buy a 

house. In 1959, the head of Zhdanov kolkhoz (Poltava region) products, 

constructional materials and other scarce commodities for free at a reduced price in 

amount of 24 thousands rubles. Other authorities followed his example that led to 

the debt in amount of 66 thousands rubles, while household did not pay money to 

kolkhozniks in amount of 252 thousands rubles and natural commodities – about 

100 thousands rubles30.

Peasants’ complaints pointed at nonadjustive behavior of local authorities 

and heads of artels. Kolkhozniks abused them in excessive drinking, impudent 

attitude to fellow villagers. More often than not, heads of kolkhozes raised their 

voices at kolkhozniks and made decisions in their discretion31. Household leader 

“has been absent in kolkhoz for 3-5 days during watermelons, tomatoes and grain 

selling, rolled drunk outside the shop with his trousers dropped down”32. 

Anonymous letter from peasants of Dzerzhinsky household had also been 

approved where the head came drunk to the office and habitually was drinking 

with school principal, beat accountant and sold goods and cattle at the market 

without resolution of artel general assembly33. Peasants respected intellectuals and 

it’s understandable why immoral conduct of the latest caused stricture and 

criticism: “School principal is a companion of the head of kolkhoz in drinking, 

having wife and two children he leads immoral life, degrades in everyday life”. 

Kolkhozniks of Sverdlov artel were complaining of abnormal behavior of field-

crop grower: “He came drunk in the stable, demanded to tackle up horses, picked 

30 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 239. – А. 59. 

31 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 27. – Спр. 213. – А. 143. 

32 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 9.

33 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 234.
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on stable worker and threated to dismiss him, his son and daughter from brigade. 

He was bragging that he is “chief field-crop grower and deputy”34. Thus, peasants’ 

attitude to the kolkhoz authorities and Soviet life in general was forming every day. 

In complains villagers always criticized members of ruling power, but 

foremost – heads of kolkhoz and their behavior in work and life. In collective 

households in Kherson the frontline workers were blaming their administration in 

abusing of power, violation of democratic government base and immoral 

behavior35. Complains of bad attitude to villagers from the heads of kolkhoz were 

quite common thing36. On October 25th, 1963 in Kirov household (Velyka 

Oleksandrivka district, Kherson region) women asked their head of kolkhoz to 

provide them with a car to drive to the city to buy clothes and shoes for kids. The 

head rejected their request and one of the women told her son that from that 

moment he would walk barefoot: “Let them, who owns thousands, to drive”. Head 

oh kolkhoz beat her. The complain, addressed to secretary of regional committee, 

stated, that the head of kolkhoz earns a lot of money. There were no bath-houses 

for kolkhozniks but there was titanium bath-house bought for the head. He wasn’t 

interested in life of fellow villagers that caused indignation37.  

There was complains of abuse of power by heads of kolkhoz from Ivano-

Frankivsk region. In household “Bolshevik” (Kolominsky region) villagers were 

blaming local authority in embezzlement, intemperance and rude attitude towards 

artel average members38. Inappropriate attitude to kolkhozniks was a leading idea 

of the most applications39. In 1961 one of the members of kolkhoz “Path to 

communism” (village Pidberezh in Kolehivsky region) send a complaint against 

D. S. Korotchenko the head of Presidium of the Supreme Council of the USSR, 

34 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 142. – А. 332.

35 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 105. – АА. 48-51, 53, 69, 237

36 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 132. – Оп. 13. – Спр.10. 

37 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр.110. – А. 48 – 53. 

38 Держархів Івано-Франківської області. – Ф. п. 1. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 1537. – А. 55.

39 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Спр. 311. – АА. 38-44, 116-119
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which uncovered poor management, violation of democratic base of the existence 

of collective farm and immoral behavior of the head of kolkhoz. The author of this 

application described the state on the farms and conditions in which the cattle of 

the members of artel held and redeemed from farmers and other abuses of power, 

which, as a result, caused conducts of investigation and during an electoral 

assemble a new head of kolkhoz was elected40.

One more reason of dissatisfaction with local authorities was breach of 

financial discipline. Peasants of the household in Kherson region wrote a letter the 

newspaper editorial offices with following questions: “Can we trust such 

communists? And in what can we trust: thing you write or thing we see indeed? Is 

everything is allowed to communists?”41.

Peasants criticized representatives of party organizations. Violation of 

“socialist legal order”, rowdy behavior, intemperance and stealing by some 

members of prior party organizations were observed by kolkhozniks42. During the 

21st Congress kolkhoz (Skadovsky district, Kherson region) peasants were telling 

of their miserable state and pointed that head of kolkhoz was paying Party 

organizer 180 rubles. “If head needs aide-de-camp let him pay from his pocket. 

[…] He never talk neither help anybody” (that is Party organizer). Peasants saw 

injustice: “He was first who has got in big amount forage and coal. He both 

ordered and just took timbering, while widow must stay at the head’s door for a 

few days. And remain with nothing” (again Party organizer)43. Head of the kolkhoz 

even assisted Party organizer in “getting” TV set. Peasants saw the situation and 

fact of lawlessness: “They think we are unaware of things, they call us illiterates. 

Just try to play in public and…”. During 1963-1964 group of kolkhozniks of 

Bogdan Khmelnitsky artel had written 20 different letters to regional, republican, 

central, administrative and other bodies with complaints against head of the 

40 Держархів Івано-Франківської області. – Ф. п. 1. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 2536. – А. 9.

41 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 312. – А. 62 - 72. 

42 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 102. – А. 65 - 67. 

43 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 311. – А. 144 - 152. 
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kolkhoz, secretary of party organization seeking appropriate attention and problem 

solution44. 

Work of accountants and record keepers has also aroused peasants’ criticism. 

Generally, complaints said of authorities’ considerable wages and kolkhozniks’s 

board ones, immorality and intemperance were also mentioned45. In some 

households, peasants did not trust record keepers and demanded to make a 

revision46. 

Among the representatives of kolkhoz’s authorities were brigade leaders and 

managers of different divisions. Their professional and personal traits were also 

under consideration of peasants. Kolkhozniks, as a rule, accused brigade leaders of 

negligence and rough attitude to the artel members47. In numerous complaints 

peasants demanded to revise brigade leaders’ fulfilment of their obligations, 

dismiss from the post. They even threated to inform USSR principal officers: 

“Notice and dismiss him in 24 hour then people will see that there are real 

communists, otherwise people wouldn’t stop. It is not hard to get to Khrushchev 

now”48. Similar attitude to brigade leaders was recorded in kolkhozes of Kherson 

region49. Indignation of peasants caused misuse of office50. Dissatisfaction of 

kolkhozniks with remuneration of labour provoked criticism and making 

complaints against warehouse managers51.

44 Держархів Хмельницької області. – Ф. п. 6571. –  Оп. 1. - Спр. 220. 

45 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 101. – А. 54, 85-92, 102-196.

46 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 321. – А. 53 - 80.

47 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 102. – А. 61.

48 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 101. – А. 133 – 136.

49 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 106. – А. 77 – 84.

50 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 116. – А. 24 – 37.

51 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 111. – А. 121 - 127.
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Ordinary peasants saw unjust attitude when managers’ wives didn’t work at 

the collective household while average kolkhozniks fined for absence from work 

or non-fulfilment of work quotas52.

Majority of villagers worked in kolkhoz, working minimal number of days. 

However, there were many people, who were not participating in social 

production, were drinking to excess, vandalize. Members of prior party 

organizations were holding morale building activities among such villagers and 

were criticizing them. During hard agricultural work when there was a great lack 

of workers, as it was necessary to fulfill high supply plan to the state, so methods 

of mass political work were used. As a rule, in each kolkhoz wall newspapers were 

issued, which were filled on bare paper by hand. They were hanged out in the 

booking offices or in crowded places. In Dniprodzerzhynsk kolkhoz (village 

Obizinivka, Poltava region) such wall newspaper was popular among villagers. Its 

editor was a secretary of party organization – while preparing regular edition he 

would always state best brigadiers in his articles and criticize those, who weren’t 

working. Wall newspaper edition from August 7th, 1955 (№11) went down into the 

village history, achieved public disclosure among regional party members. This 

edition, as usually, criticized “lazy kolkhozniks”, drinkers and bruisers, who later 

added some caricature and inscription: “Let’s compete for who’s worse in that”53. 

Later there was a bunch of explanation letters from the secretary of party 

organization and the situation was called “political hooliganism”. Since this time 

wall newspaper was put under the glass and a lock.

Generally, in rural life drinking was a common thing both for representatives 

of local authorities and average farmers. At the beginning of 1960s in rural council 

activity issue of struggle against drinking was of high priority. It can be observed 

in many regions and villages of USSR54. Thus, bureau of Odessa regional 

committee of communist party of Ukraine on November 3rd, 1962 adapted 

52 Держархів Івано-Франківської області. – Ф. п. 1. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 1577. – А. 15, 64, 84..

53 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 25. – Спр. 191. – А. 68. 

54 Держархів Автономної Республіки Крим. – Ф. р. 4444. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 38. – А. 7 – 8, 12, 
91.
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regulation on measures against drinking and production of samogon in the village 

of the region55. Similar measures were taken in other regions of the republic56. 

Sometimes it was alcoholism that caused violation of labor safety standards and 

infliction of damage to collective farms. Usually, kolkhozniks drinkers were 

warned and then dismissed from the post, that caused complains against different 

party and Soviet instances57. In 1964 in villages of Odessa region there were 

revealed 1022 people drinking to excess. For no good reason 2672 people were 

unemployed and 435 “worked” only formally58. Excessive drinking was often 

followed by disruptive behavior and even criminal crimes. Vandalism, drinking to 

excess by kolkhozniks was one of the key issues discussed during villagers’ 

general assembly59.

In countryside  the youth starts smoking and drinking alcohol too early. In 

1951 Grebinkivskiy District Committee of the CP (B)U made decision to forbid 

shops to sale matches and cigarettes for children up to 16. It was connected with 

frequent fires in grain arrays, which were the results of teen’s smoking of 

cigarettes60.

Life of village community and its separate members was as a rule the 

contribution of the whole village and its surroundings. Immoral behavior has 

always been the subject of condemnation, criticism not only at public meetings but 

in personal relationships. Especially it was concerned to women and girls. It wasn’t 

approved in village when a girl had relations with married man. A lot of women 

suffered because of condemning. Some of them being broken down ,dared to make 

suicide. In Nataliivka of Poltavskaya region a twenty-year-old girl was, being 

pregnant from a married deputy chairman of the collective farm decided to call 

55 Держархів Одеської області. – Ф. п. 11468. – Оп. 1. – спр. 75. – А. 1.

56 Держархів Тернопільської області. – Ф. р. 1833. – Оп. 5. – Спр. 506. – А. 2. 

57 Держархів Херсонської області. – Ф. 3553. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 109. – А. 34-42, 86, 88-95.

58 Держархів Одеської області. – Ф. п. 11468. – Оп. 1. – спр. 148. – А. 95.

59 Держархів Івано-Франківської області. – Ф. 2414. – Оп. 1. – Спр. 83. – А. 88.

60 Держархів Тернопільської області. – Ф. р. 1833. – Оп. 5. – Спр. 545. – А. 15 - 16.
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seven months pregnant artificial birth. As a result, the child died, the investigation 

was started (till 1955). Unable to withstand the moral and psychological stress, she 

passed away, leaving a note: “Now I decide myself. People are talking, I don’t 

hear…”61. Although the postwar decades traditionally maintained a respectful 

attitude towards girls, dignity and innocence, the witnesses of that time have 

noticed that lots of women gave birth out of wedlock, that was the result of a 

significant shortage of men in the village. During the 1950-1960's.therewas some 

change in attitudes of peasants in rural Soviet reality. If in 1950s farmers mainly 

accused the local government, district party functionaries and government officials 

in neglection to members of collective farms, in early 1960s there was a clear 

criticism of the central authorities. So there is a list of farmers in State Archives of 

Khmelnitsky region, which experience tells that bad position of members of 

collective farms connected not only with work of collective leadership but also 

from a deliberate policy of higher authorities. The collective farm had owed its 

members 600 of maize. For 1961 The Government gave people rotten cornand 

better processed into silage concentrate for pigs, they said "people  are not the pigs, 

eat and rotten". The fact that the government didn’t issue collective farmers hay 

and straw for fodder called indignation. As a result a lot of time was wasted on 

search of feed and were lots of stealing. Farmers thought that the Government put 

the collective task, made plans, required for their implementation, but the question 

of labor, regulation of wages, additional charges were put to their fate. Each farm 

had its own rules, their payment system, including additional ones. But the main, 

none of the farms were not required the fulfillment of their obligations to their own 

collective farmers. District leader didn't interest whether the remaining bread for 

people and feed but required to "sell the country" 1.5-2 grain Plans. "We think that 

this issue is not only blame the leaders of the farm, but also  a higher body"62. 

61 Держархів Полтавської області. – Ф. 27. – Спр. 139. – А. 26 - 27. 

62 Держархів Хмельницької області. – Ф. п. 6571. –  Оп. 1. - Спр. 73. – А. 30. 
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“There exist the Labour Codes for workers and their rights are protected by the 

state in the face of trade unions and farmers as unrelated children in stepmother"63 .

Thus, in the 1950-1960s moral and psychological situation in the village had 

the following features. There were traditional imagines about moral norms and 

relationships between individuals based on the rural way of life and a certain 

isolation environment. First of all, the peasants treated seriously good owners, 

especially if they were local government employees; people educated and trained, 

who respected villagers. Such ideas were quite consistent with the Party and the 

Soviet installations. Otherwise, farmers tried to criticize leaders, party members 

and fellow villagers for immoral behavior, mismanagement. The result was also 

numerous complaints for the Party, government bodies. The villagers believed that 

their actions would correct the situation. However, gradually, the agricultural 

society changed attitude and senior management to Soviet reality, which showed a 

declarative rule bases on everyday life and on the human factor. This, in turn, 

influenced the increase in spontaneous migration flows to a comfortable life in 

terms of cities. The moral and psychological situation in the countryside in the 

1950s was quite complicated. Chasing for high levels of agricultural the 

management often violated those principles declared in the basic documents. On 

the one hand, the village was under the party’s pressure to activation of farmers 

participating in social production, increasing creativity. There was euphoria about 

the "bright future" quick "building communism" and so on. On the other − there 

were many negative undemocratic, "non-Soviet" displays, which generally 

interpreted as a violation of the collective farmers of their rights and freedoms in 

village. Although the peasantry was  not perceived as a true collective property, its  

interests were very closely associated with the material equivalent investments in 

social production of labor. So, despite the fact that farmers in the 1950s had mostly 

miserable life, doing hard physical work, they knew that the village created a 

fraction of the population that is almost uncontrollably used its powers, ignoring 

democratic functioning collective farms. This caused conflicts, such as the refusal 

63 Держархів Хмельницької області. – Ф. п. 6571. –  Оп. 1. - Спр. 73. – А. 31. 
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to work in the public sector, the criticism of the authorities, failure to appear at a 

general meeting of farmers, refusal to vote, writing letters of complaint, etc. The 

spirits of the peasants was noted mainly by destruction of the village 

administration, party and government bodies at lower levels and, on the contrary, 

faith in the fairness of the central authorities. The last one had bright clear evidence 

of mental traits peasantry on the idealization of higher power. Psychological and 

political attitudes in the Ukrainian village can be traced in the words of one of the 

farmers, who in 1959 complained of rough behavior of the Chairman of 

Economy:"With such employees, as [...] we will not  get to the heights of 

communism for three centuries "64.
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